Arab Dolls Summary Worksheet

Meet some of the various dolls of the Middle East:

Sinai Doll (left): This is a Bedouin doll from Northwest Sinai (Egypt). She is wearing a burqa with decorations of old coins.

Egyptian Doll (right): This is an Egyptian doll wearing traditional peasant clothes.
**Fulla Doll (left):** Fulla the Arab doll is dressed in her black *abaya* for outdoor fashion.

**Razanne African Doll (right):** Razanne is equipped for both indoor and outdoor fashion. Here she is dressed in an *abaya* for the outdoors.
Razanne South Asian Doll (left): Razanne is dressed in a school girl uniform. Her accessories include school backpack, notebook, and pens.

Razanne Caucasian Doll (right): Razanne is dressed in new clothes for the Eid (two holidays following the fasting month of Ramadan). She is ready to go to the mosque this morning for special prayer. Razanne comes equipped with a prayer rug.